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Astrid Kajsa Nylander: Sometimes reflecting on “the 

female worker within the home-setting” makes me feel quite lost. 

Like: is it crazy to look at this through the ”art lens”? I want to 

think it is not crazy, particularly when the contemplation resonates 

with the perspectives of artists from the same generation. 

Today I was sitting in the room installation ”Himalaya 

Goldsteins Stube (Remake of the Weekend)” (1999) by Pipilotti 

Rist which is on show in the Pinakothek der Moderne in Munich. 

Before going to art school I had a “fake interview” to prepare 

myself for the upcoming application-interview in Hamburg 

(HfBK). The man (a curator working in a Swedish institution) who 

”trained” me asked me to list a few artists who interested me. I 

said Pipilotti Rist is my biggest inspiration and listed some other 

female video and performance artists as well. He told me it is 

better if I don’t mention Rist as an influence cause then I might not 

get accepted to art school. He asked if I have any male role models. 

I said yes but I can’t remember who I mentioned. 

I felt so good sitting in an armchair in Rist’s installation today, 

and I think I always did—she continues to surprise me in the way 

she invites the spectator to dive into her art. Seeing her work again 

reminded me of how many times this happened that references of 

mine were bridled at as if they were illegitimate and embarrassing 

practices. I find it an interesting phenomena. It took a long time 

for me to get the courage to mention my grandmother’s textiles 

as some of the most influential material in regard to my practice. 

Maybe one has to develop a certain language to make people listen 

when you speak of these references.
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Cecilie Nørgaard: I have been struggling a bit with how 

and whom to involve in my own writing. Writing has rarely been 

taught or really looked at in my surrounding, so I I find it a quite 

disoriented place to stand in terms of asking for a “studio visit”. 

This is what eventually makes me feel “lost” – or alone with some 

thoughts – rather than the figures of the female worker within the 

domestic setting.

While I think it can be difficult to find someone to actually 

work with, or share material with, or give or get feedback from, 

finding kin in already existing art, literature or theory was never so 

much the problem. For example, I was just in a car on my way from 

Munich to Hamburg earlier today when I started writing you this, 

and was meanwhile reading Helen Molesworth’s “House Work 

and Art Work” published in October Magazine in 2000. It examines 

four feminist practices of the seventies – Judy Chicago, Martha 

Rosler, Mary Kelly and Mierle Laderman Ukeles – and elaborates 

on the critical potential of “house work”. A really nice example 

is Ukele’s maintenance performance “Transfer: The Maintenance 

of the Art Object” from 1973 where she designated her cleaning 

of a protective display case as an art work – a “dust painting”. 

While the vitrine was normally cleaned by the janitor, once Ukele’s 

cleaning was designated as art, the responsibility of the cleaning 

and maintenance of this case became the responsibility of the 

conservator. 

Another practice I recall is the one of Hanne Borchgrevink, 

who makes (seemingly) endless minimalistic color-field-house-

paintings, whereby she in a very subtle manner comments on 

the modernist programmatic color-field painting, for example the 
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“Homage to the Square” paintings by Josef Albers – but also she does something more: rather 

than claiming a painting that has, lets say, “come to an end” – a sublimated “end of painting” – 

she demonstrates how one can paint on, and on, and on, and how the art work of painting is 

a matter of domestic maintenance as well as all the other domestic deeds, all the other house 

work that can simply never be “done” as it goes on and on in acts of repetitive and necessary 

care. If anything is crazy, I guess it is less the interest in the topic of domestic labour and more 

the rendering it in paint – don’t you think? I’ve been working hard not really to legitimize a 

specific topic but more to justify the whole enterprise I have to say – painting, art making. 

And I have also recently concluded (still working on arriving there fully) that one needs to 

accept making art as a crazy thing, just. I think, after actually accepting that, it will be much 

easier to legitimize topics or justify them. I don’t think we need to “not be crazy” as long as 

we’re working on something? 

I have some more I wanted to say about Pipilotti, something about how she manages to 

simultaneously project ex- and interiors into the same domestic space, underlining how those 

places conflate there, perhaps suggesting that the not only should the inside be read after the 

paradigms of the outside, but vice versa. I can totally see how she has influenced your work.

AKN: Ukele’s work is very fascinating in the regard of pressure. I quote from her 

Maintenance Manifesto:

“show your work—show it again keep the contemporaryartmuseum groovy keep the 

home fires burning” my note:+make some money

Im interested in how Ukele brings up the contemplation on endless maintenance and its 

relation to development of the self (THE ART). No one notices the housework until it isn’t 

done. With artwork it is the opposite: it is only noticed when it is done and exposed. I think 

this is part of why many women ask themselves if they are crazy. Cause we realize from an 

early age that on top of whatever we want to do we are most probably destined to, as Angela 

Davis puts it, do the work which is:  

“Invisible, repetitive, exhausting, unproductive, uncreative – these are the adjectives 

which most perfectly capture the nature of housework.”

Or we are caught in an endless searching for ways to avoid it. I read Josephine Pryde’s 

text “Men of the Left” in Texte zur Kunst and observed how she repeatedly asks herself “Am 

I mad?” as she (thinks she) notices (almost unnoticeable) submissive behavior by herself and 

other women in situations where they “should be liberated from” confirming the patriarchal 

order.  And I must think of Nola Darling in the new “She’s Gotta Have It” who deliberately 
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states that she hates when people call her crazy, in regard to her choice of being a painter and 

her choice of not entering a monogamous relationship with any of her lovers.

Maybe a reason to render feelings and ideas like these in paint relies on such an easy 

factor as this: painting is not invisible, it is there utterly to be seen.

CN: Recently I’ve moved into my grandmother’s house since she is sick with cancer. That 

is, her body-house is deteriorating with accelerated speed. I am participating in, even adopting, 

her rules of maintenance. Her demands are quite high. She is an absolute master of making 

things last. She finds accomplishment and worth in preservation. 

Since she’s sick, she can’t drive. We are driving her, my mother and I, as well as we are 

using the car for our own purposes. While I’ve been away these past weeks she’s gotten into 

a terrible fight with my mother about how she wasn’t satisfied with how my mother did or 

did not maintain her car. 

I am very happy I get to use her car a lot. Since I don’t live in Denmark permanently 

my ways about are not habituated, and the car helps me feel flexible and able. Of course I 

take care of the car in exactly the way grandmother wants it. When she wants it cleaned in a 

specific way, that’s how I am going to do it, also if I don’t find it necessary or it doesn’t match 

with my standards. This pleases her. This is what she then expects from my mother, too.

My mother, however, doesn’t appreciate the car much. She loves being on the bus, reading. 

She finds a car useful for transporting a lot of stuff, like furniture, wooden boards or brick 
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stones; food for a longer period of time, her cat, trashed garden material. Things 

that make a car messy ... She doesn’t say no to using the car, but she also doesn’t 

feel blessed by it. My mother is not going to maintain the car in the specific way 

my grandmother wants it, which produces conflict. She then tells my mother 

“she has to” – as had she no choice - as was she a permanent resident of my 

grandmother’s house. Which my mother of course has not been for several 

happy years. There is nothing “she has to do” in any specific way, ever again. 

Saying no to obeying my grandmother’s specific demands of maintenance 

is her way of maintaining herself, and she longs for my grandmother to offer 

the emotional recognition of their differences. Since childhood, my mother is 

devastated by the continuous, nagging misapprehension between them.

While I am the one physically moving into my grandmother’s house, I have 

to acknowledge this quite complicated situation of metaphysically moving in 

and out of each other – as is with families – that is taking place. It just yet again 

confirms how we are all small spaces housing parts of each other mixed up 

with parts of ourselves in continuous exchange, powered by a lot of history and 

projection. And how “maintenance” within a “domestic setting” really expands 

far and can become quite abstract ...

I totally cheer your remark on painting and visibility. I think painting is 

one perfect structural space for housing experience and rendering it visible 

AND I think that lending one’s vision to someone else is of utmost empathic 

importance! 

AKN: I want to try pinning some things down. Within my art I am not 

claiming to deal with the subject housework in the ”classical” sense – immediately 

relating to my own life situation: like you, neither I am a mother, wife etc. But I 

see the inevitable necessity to consider the impact of invisibility on us women 

throughout history til our present time, and our future. Violence: visible and 
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invisible. It is perceptible—if anyone is willing to look. The positions “available” 

for us within patriarchal structures are intertwined and inseparable from the 

histories of painting and art – it constitutes these histories. And it makes it even 

more so interesting for me to investigate the textile qualities of the canvas as a 

destination (resort?) for (female) creativity. Simultaneously I try to nurture an 

awareness of the two-dimensional surface’s limitations – sometimes this can be 

tackled with humour. But now I must admit from what we have discussed about 

maintenance and body-houses, and all it implicates, that I must re-think my dis-

interest in housework in its ”classical” sense. I think it is untrue to detach and 

to delude oneself that one is not personally affected right now just because we 

are not mothers, wives etc. But what does it mean right now? 

Physical and emotional pain and the deteriorating bodies of grandmothers 

made me think of Rebecka Ackroyd’s show ”The Mulch” in Peres Projects. I 

felt instant affinity as I first saw her plaster-body-houses washed in red light 

and red paint. And there are really little houses within those bodies, with 

windows, doors and such. The figures seem to be concerned with what has 

been imprinted on/in them and what slips inside those openings rather than 

obsessively making imprints on or structuring their surrounding. I can relate 

to this concern. I think about Ana Mendieta´s “Silouetas”. She is using the 

outline and the dimension of her body to relate herself to her surrounding, the 

earth, and she seems increasingly concerned with creating access-points for 

water or plants in her earth-bodies.  She captures her silhouette in numerous 

of photographs but her earth-bodies are washed away, burned, sinking, eroding 

with time. Waves, wind, gravity and growing plants become the measurements 

of time and maintenance. I think it describes this (artistic) dilemma of visibility 

in a radical way: her art documents (captured in photographs and films) the 

paradoxical traces of occupied place and time and her wish to be no one (the 

absence of her body, the eroding earth-body) and everything (earth-body fusing 

with the ground). Maybe another dimension of maintenance is to slowly figure 

out how to decompose this body.  To be “compost houses.”
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